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CHINESE
OVERSEAS

EDITED BY LYNN PAN
The Encyclopedia of the Chinese Overseas offers a panoramic view of past and present overseas

Chinese communities worldwide. From their arrival as laborers in the British colonies to their emer-

gence as a force in Indonesia, Chinese emigrants have camed the expenences of China to other

continents and civilizations, in the process modifying and enriching them. This book reflects the

diverse histories and traditions that produced this diaspora Arranged geographically and themati-

cally. the book includes sections on the regional and cultural origins of emigrant communities; the

history and patterns of migration; social, familial, and business institutions; and interethnic relations.

Boxed features, maps, graphs, tables, and a vast array of pictures make this complex material clear

and vivid. A glossary identifies Chinese proper names and terms with their characters, while the

bibliography gives full references to Chinese, English, French, and Spanish works. The Encyclopedia

is an unparalleled resource on one of the world's largest oldest and most varied cultures abroad.

375 color illus.. 255 halftones. 125 maps and charts • $59.95 cloth
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N E W I N A S I A N S T U D I E S !

The State of cfana Atlas
Robert Benewick and Stephanie Donald
The latest addition to the acclaimed series, features full-color
maps and distinctive graphics that offer accessible, incisive infor-
mation about this emergent international player. The profound
changes occurring in China are illustrated in this atlas, along with
dashes of priorities: between population growth and the one-
child family; human rights and political stability, energy needs
and the environment.
Penguin Reference original 128 pp. 0-14-051458-9 $17.95

d the Narrow Gate
THE JOURNEY OF FOUR CHINESE WOMEN FROM
THE MIDDLE KINGDOM TO MIDDLE AMERICA

Leslie Chang
Dutton 304 pp. 0-525-94257-2 $24.95

shadows and Wind:
Robert Templer
Penguin original

A VIEW OF MODERN VIETNAM

400 pp. 0-14-028597-0 $13.95

The Insanity of Evil
LIVING DANGEROUSLY IN CAMBODIA:
A FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT'S STORY
Nate Thayer
Viking 224 pp. 0-670-88576-2 $24.95

Rjl^ef 0[ Time.'A MEMOIR OF VIETNAM
Io Swain
Berkley 304 pp. 0-425-16875-1 $12.95

One Thousand chestnutiyees: A NOVELOTKO
Mira Stout
Riverhead 336 pp. 1-57322-738-2 $14.00

ditionai African and Oriental Musk
Otto Karolyi
Penguin original 150 pp. 0-14-023107-2 $13.95

P E N G U I N P U T N A M I N C .
ACADEMIC MAMETIHG DEPAITMENT • 375 HUDSON SI. • NEW YORK, NY 100143(57 • l ^ . / / w w v . p M g * | « i i M . C M t a
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NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE
Now in paperback...
The Cambridge Illustrated
History of China
Patricia Buckley Ebrey
"Ofall the general histories of China written to
date, this book is among the most comprehensive,
objective, and well-balanced, and it will surely be
a welcome addition to the bookshelves of teachers,
students, and anyone else interested in understand-
ing the broader evolution of Chinese civilization."

—China Review International
Cambridge Illustrated Histories
0-521-66991-X Paperback $27.95

Inflation and Investment
Controls in China
The Political Economy of Central-Local
Relations During the Reform Era
Yasheng Huang
This book shows the importance of political
institutions, and provides a political story as
to why China has been able to control inflation
and to deepen reforms, in contrast to the former
Soviet Union.
0-521-66573-6 Paperback $21.95

Environmental Politics
in Japan
Networks of Power and Protest
Jeffrey Broadbent
This book analyzes the social, cultural, and
political-economic causes of Japans dramatic
environmental damage and eventual restoration
from 1955 to 1995.
0-521-66574-4 Paperback $22.95

Modern Chinese
History and Sociolinguistics
Ping Chen
The Chinese language, spoken by over one billion
people, has undergone drastic changes over the
past century. This book presents a comprehensive,
up-to-date account of the development of Modern
Chinese from the late nineteenth century to the
1990s.
0-521-64197-7 Hardback $59.95
0-521-64572-7 Paperback $21.95

China and Historical Capitalism
Genealogies of Sinological Knowledge
Timothy Brook and
Gregory Blue, Editors
Until recently, capitalism has been regarded as
unique to Europe and as an organic outgrowth of
Western civilization. By examining China in these
Eurocentric terms, China has been perceived, by
Westerners and Asians alike, to be a railed version
of the West. The aim of this collaborative project
is to examine how the experience of capitalism
as a European social formation, and as a world
system, has shaped knowledge of China.
Studies in Modern Capitalism
Copubllshed with the Maison des Sciences de
I'Homme
0-521-64029-6 Hardback $64.95

Indian Semantic Analysis
The Nirvacana Tradition
Eivind Georg Kahrs
Since the time of the Upanishads, the Indian tra-
dition of semantic elucidation known as nirvacana
analysis has been a powerful tool in the interpreta-
tion of Sanskrit texts. By drawing on the appro-
priate literature and deploying the model provided
by the tradition itself, the author explains how it
was used and why it became so significant. The
book will be an important reference tool for stu-
dents of Sanskrit and Indian studies, as well as to
those in the field of indigenous Indian linguistics.
University of Cambridge Oriental Publications 55
0-521-63188-2 Hardback $69.95

Architecture and Art of the
Deccan Sultanates
George Michell and
Mark Zebrowski
This volume is the first to offer an overall survey
of the architectural and artistic heritage of the
Deccan Sultanate and to place this legacy within
its historical context. The cultural links which
existed between the Deccan and the Middle East,
for example, are clearly discernible in Deccani
architecture and paintings and a remarkable collec-
tion of photographs, many of which have never
been published before, testify to such influences.
The New Cambridge History of India 1:7
0-521-56321-6 Hardback $85.00

Available in bookstores or from

UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
C a M t O " f r e G 800-872-7423
Web site: http://www.cup.org
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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New from Columbia
Sources of Chinese
Tradition
Second Edition, Volume I
Edited by W m . Theodore
de Bary and Irene Bloom

A completely revised and expanded
edtion now with annotations and a
new introduction by the editors.

"If I were asked to recommend
only one book for anyone who
wishes to know something about
Chinese culture, I would name,
without a moment of hesitation,
this new edition of Sources of
Chinese Tradition." —Yingshih Yii,
Princeton University

944 pages • $49.50 cloth

Introduction to Asian Civilizations

In the Red
On Contemporary Chinese
Culture
Ceremie R. Barme

"Cultural reporting doesn't come
any hipper or more erudite A
fearsomely well-informed, bracing-
ly sardonic and absolutely
essential book." — J . Hoberman,
author of77?e Red Atlantis

448 pages • 22 photos; cartoons • $31.50 cloth

Motes of a
Desolate Man
Chu T'ien-wen
Translated by
Howard Coldblatt and
Sylvia Li-Chun Lin

Winner of the coveted China Times
Novel Prize, this story of a gay man
reflecting on his life, loves, and intel-
lectual influences is among the most
important recent novels in Taiwan.

"Ambitions, intelligent, and intense."
—Booklist

164 pages • $21.00 cloth

Modern Chinese Literature from Taiwan

The Zen Teachings
of Master Lin-Chi
A Translation of the Lin-chi lu
Translated by
Burton Watson

Renowned scholar Burton Watson's
translation exactingly depicts the life
and teachings of the great ninth-cen-
tury Chinese Zen master Lin-chi, one
of the most highly regarded of the
T'ang period masters.

180 pages • $15.50 paper

Ideal and Actual In
The Story of the Stone
Dore J. Levy

Levy explores the classic Chinese
novel The Story of the Stone (also
known as The Dream of the Red
Chamber), illuminating the work by
interpreting its four major themes.

256 pages • $16.50 paper

The Weaving of
Mantra
Kukai and the Construction of
Esoteric Buddhist Discourse
Ryuichi Abe

Ab6 offers valuable insights into the
linguistic and ritual dimensions of
esoteric Buddhism and traces the
development of Kukai's thought.
704 pages • photos • $42.00 doth

Worlds of Bronze
and Bamboo
Sima Qian's Conquest of
History
Grant Hardy

Hardy juxtaposes China's first historian
with the his Greek counterparts to
raise important questions about
historical "objectivity" and the role of
the historian in influencing the present
and future.

352 pages • $45.00 cloth
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The Columbia Guide to
Modern Japanese History
Gary D. Allinson

The first all-inclusive, one-volume guide to the

history of modern Japan—conveniently divided into

easy-to-use sections that provide a narrative, topical

compendium, resource guide, and selected

documents.

320 pages • 2 maps • $47.50 cloth

Trans-Pacific Racisms and the
U.S. Occupation of Japan
Yukiko Koshlro

"A valuable attempt to grasp and transcend the

mutual racisms that still undermine equitable

Pacific relations today." —John W. Dower, author

of War Without Mercy: Race and Power in the

Pacific War

304 pages • $19.50 paper

TWo by Donald Kaene
Now Available from Columbia

Dawn to the West
Japanese Literature of the the Modem Era:
Poetry, Drama, Criticism

Keene illuminates the hidden worlds of imperial

courts, Buddhist monasteries, country inns, and

merchants' houses.

698 pages • $25.00 paper

Travelers of a Hundred Ages
The Japanese as Revealed Through
1,000 Years of Diaries

"An indispensable account of an entire

literature."—New Republic

> $50.00 cloth-$19.50 paper

Confucianism and Human
Rights
Edited by Wm. Theodora de
Bary and Tu Weimlng

This collection explores their relationship

through essays on a range of topics from the

notion of "rights" in Confucian ritual to intellectu-

I al freedom in Chinese and Western traditions.

"A significant and laudable collection."

| —Times Literary Supplement

408 pages • $19.50 paper

Scenes for Mandarins
The Elite Theater of the Ming
Cyril Birch

Highlights from six of the best plays of the

period (1368-1644), with commentary on each.

"A godsend... an imaginative excursion

into the world of the drama together with a

generous sampling of translated scenes."

| —Patrick Hanan, Harvard University

I 262 pages • $17.50 paper

Translations from the Asian Classics

China's Transition
Andrew J. Nathan

"Glitters with refreshing analyses on a wide

range of literary, political, and ideological

issues in recent PRC history.... indispen-

sable reading for any serious student of

contemporary Chinese politics."

—Journal of Oriental Studies

336 pages • 24 illus* $17.50 paper

Traditional Japanese Theater
An Anthology of Plays
Edited by Karen Brazell

A collection of the most important genres of

Japanese performance—noh, kyogen, kabuki,

and puppet theater—in one comprehensive,

authoritative volume.

"A strong, comprehensive, and enormously

important publication." —Richard

Schechner, author of Between Theater

and Anthropology

464 pages • 200 illus • $18.50 paper

Translations from the Asian Classics

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
columbia.edu/cu/cup 800-944-8648
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Shanghai Modern
The Flowering of New Urban Culture
in China, 1930-1945
LEO OU-FAN LEE
A preeminent specialist in Chinese studies, Leo Ou-fan
Lee gives us a rare wide-angle view of Shanghai culture
in the making. He shows us the architecture and urban
spaces in which the new commercial culture flourished,
then guides us through the publishing and filmmaking
industries that nurtured a whole generation of artists
and established a bold new style in urban life known as
modeng. In the work of six writers of the time, Lee dis-
closes the reflection of Shanghai's urban landscape—
foreign and familiar, oppressive and seductive, tradition-
al and innovative. This work is a virtual genealogy of
Chinese modernity from the 1930s to the present day.

Interpretations of Asia • 26 halftones • $49.95 cloth • $24.95 paper
artwork; The Young Comporvon. no. 27 June 1928

H A R V A R D U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S
p h o n e : 8 0 0 4 4 8 2 2 4 2 * w w w . h u p . h a r v a r d . e d u

THIRD VOLUME (MOW AVAILABLE!

Chinese Religions: Publications in Western languages.
Volume 3: 1991 through 1995. Compiled by Laurence G. Thompson

and edited by Gary Seaman
This long-awaited book is the third volume of

Thompson's very popular series of bibliographies

on studies of Chinese religions in Western lan-

guages. This edition supplements the earlier vol-

umes entitled Chinese Religions: Publications in

Western Languages, 1981 through 1990, ®1993,

and Chinese Religion in Western Languages: A

Comprehensive and Classified Bibliography of

Publications in English, French, and German through

1980, ®1985.

Monograph 58. ISBN 0 924304 39 1,1998.176 piges. cloth,

list Prict: $32 (AAS Mtmbari: $25,501

Association for Asian Studies, 1021 East Huron Street, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 USA

Phone: 734 665-2490, Fax: 734 665 3801, E-Mail: bookorder@aasianst.org
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THAI WOMEN IN THE GLOBAL LABOR FORCE
Consuming Desires, Contested Selves
MARy BETH MILLS

"Mills presents a thorough and complex picture of the kinds of
change and challenges confronting young Thai women
today."—Diane L. Wolf, associate professor, UC Davis, author,
Factory Daughters

"A first rate ethnography with enough theoretical power to
generate important questions for the next decade."—Penny Van
Esterik, professor of anthropology, York University, Toronto

240 pp. 1 map, 13 b&w illustrations
Paper, $20.00, 0-8135-2654-X
Cloth, $50.00, 0-8135-2653-1

Available in bookstores or
call 800-446-9323 RUTGERS

U N I V E P R E S S

Now back in print!

A History of Modern
Chinese Fiction

Third Edition
C. T. Hsia
With an Introduction by David D. W. Wang

"The great virtue of this book is that it provides a practical acquaintance with the writing itself
by means of copious passages of translation from representative novels." —New York Times
Book Review

"C. T. Hsia's book is by now an acknowledged classic. It truly opened up a new Held and
prepared the way for generations of American scholars to do
research. We are all in his debt."—Leo Lee

This pioneering, classic study of 20th-century Chinese fiction covers
nearly sixty years, from the Literary Revolution of 1917 through the
Cultural Revolution of 1966-76.

736 pages cloth $49.95 paper $24.95

At bookstores

INDIANA
UNIVERSITY

i»m«:ss
Orders: 1-800-842-6796

www. Indiana, edu/ "iupress
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Rowman #" Littlefield
CHIN&W;us Ufemenl I "ICWKINO I'OYVf.R

.. i. r t o n . i s
RIJ'UKUC CHINA

DANGEROUS WOMEN
Warriors, Crannies and
Geishas of the Ming
By Victoria Cass
"The scholarship is meticulous and
thorough, the translations are both
accurate and beautiful. Dangerous
Women provides a rare combination
of academic excellence and a com-
pelling narrative voice."
-Suzanne Cahill, University of
California, San Diego
ISBN 0-8476-9395-3 • $24.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9394-5 • $59.00 cloth

PICTURING POWER
IN THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Posters of the Cultural
Revolution
Edited by Harriet Evans
and Stephanie Donald
"Original and timely. A substantial
contribution to the literature on the
Cultural Revolution and on modern
China in general." -Julia F. Andrews,
Ohio State University
ISBN 0-8476-9511-5 • $24.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9510-7 • $69.00 cloth

CHINA LIVE
People Power and the
Television Revolution
Updated Edition
By Mike Oiinoy
"I could not put the book down. It is
an extraordinarily vivid account of
what it was like covering China from
the front lines. A wonderful book."
-Ezra F. Vogel, Harvard University
ISBN 0-8476-9318-X • $17.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9317-1 • $69.00 cloth

CHINA BEYOND
THE HEADLINES
Edited by Timothy B. Weston
and Lionel M. Jensen
"Engaged and engaging....! know of
no other text that wrestles so deter-
minedly and effectively with the jingo-
istic drivel that our press typically
dishes out about China." -Richard
Kraus, University of Oregon
ISBN 0-8476-9855-6 • $21.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9854-8 • $59.00 cloth

COMFORT WOMAN
A Filipino's Story of
Prostitution and
Slavery under the
Japanese Military
By Maria Rosa Henson
"A compelling and moving account of
one Filipina's ordeal under the
Japanese military. We are greatly
enriched by this story and inspired by
how one woman can overcome such
epic suffering and still have such
compassion and such faith."
-Corazon C Aquino

ISBN 0-8476-9149-7 • $17.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9148-9 • $49.00 cloth

COOPERATION OR
CONFLICT IN THE
TAIWAN STRAIT?
By Ralph N. dough
"A remarkably comprehensive, thor-
oughly balanced account of the
China-Taiwan relationship to date,
with recommendations tor future U.S.
policies that should have broad
appeal. In this work, a wealth of data
is combined with consistently
thoughtful evaluation of that data."
-Robert A. Scalapino, University of
California, Berkeley
ISBN 0-8476-9326-0 • $21.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9325-2 • $54.00 cloth

IN THE EYES OF
THE DRAGON
China Views the World
Edited by Yong Deng
and Fei-Ling Wang
Foreword by iohn W. Carver
"A critical and comprehensive analysis
of Chinese politics by Chinese schol-
ars with advanced U.S. degrees. The
research is most impressive; the
authors combine recent interviews in
Beijing with disciplined analysis based
on a close reading of Chinese sources
not always available in the West."
-Allen Whiting, University of Arizona
ISBN 0-8476-9337-6 • $21.95 paper
ISBN 0-8476-9336-8 • $69.00 cloth

1-800-462-6420
4720 Boston Way • Lanham, MD 20706 • www.mwmanlittlcfield.com

An Independent Publisher for the 21st Century
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Three Kingdoms
A Historical Novel
Abridged Edition
Attributed to Luo Guanzhong
Translated with Notes and Afterword by Moss Roberts
"Three Kingdoms gives us the Iliad of China. . . .
Roberts's translation is of surpassing excellence
and impeccable scholarship. It should delight and
captivate Western readers for many years to
come." — Anthony C. Yu, University of Chicago
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Beyond the Neon Lights
Everyday Shanghai in the Early
Twentieth Century
Hanchao Lu
"From Lu's clear and lively descriptions of
Shanghai in the early 20th century, we . . . under-
stand, in short, the base from which everything
else about Shanghai at the time should be
understood. A delightful and edifying book."

— Perry Link, author of Evening Chatj in Beijing
$50.00 cloth, illustrated

Cartographies of Desire
Male-Male Sexuality in Japanese Ducourde,
1600-1950
Gregory M. Pflugfelder
"A remarkable and sorely needed synthesis of the
best of traditional historiographical documenta-
tion and critically astute analysis and contextual-
ization. Cartographies complements and, frankly,
exceeds any of the English language monographs
on similar topics that precede it."

— Earl Jackson Jr., author of
Strategies of Deviance

$45.00 cloth

The Confusions of Pleasure
Commerce and Culture in Ming llhina
Timothy Brook j
New in paper—"The best available introduction, we
have in English to Ming China

— Timed Higher

"One of the best histories of the
for both expert and non-specialis

$18.95 paper, illustrated

From The Confiutonj of Pleasure

From Beyond the Neon Light.

The Bodhidharma
Anthology
The Ear lied t Recordd of Zen
Jeffrey L. Broughton
"These original documents are crucial for
understanding East Asian Buddhist
development. Broughton s analysis of the
material provides a new and refreshing
look at the tradition which was focused on
meditation and the ancient lineage of
Bodhidharma." —Lewis Lancaster,

University of California, Berkeley
A Philip E. Lilunthat Book, $45.00 cloth,
$17.95 paper

The Japanese Conspiracy
The Oahu Sugar Strike of 1920
Masayo Umezawa Duus
Translated by Beth Cary and adapted by
Peter Duus
In early 1920 in Hawaii, Japanese sugar
Sfii^workers, faced with spiraling living
expenseSKdefiantly?struck for a wage
increase. Tnte event shook the traditional
power structure in Hawaii and, as
Masayo~£Jyusvqernonstrates in this book,
had^consequences reaching all the way up
tp'lhe eve of Woi-ld War II.

.00 cloth, $18.96 paper, illustrated

University of California Press
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NEW TITLES IN ASIAN STUDIES

Even the Gods Rebel: The Peasants of
Takaino and the 1871 Nakano Uprising in
Japan, by Selcuk Esenbel

Even the Gods Rebel reexamines much of the history of nineteenth-century rural

Japan through the lens of a single uprising. In this way, we learn about conflict,

growth, community, political influence, administration, and the transition from

Tokugawa to Meiji. By showing that the Nakano rebellion arose from the peasant

tradition of communal uprisings, Esenbel has produced a powerful and original

^interpretation of the causes of change in rural Japan.

Monograph 57, ISBN 0 924304 38-3,1998,440 pages, cloth, List Price: $38

(AAS Members: $30)

The Ming Qing Conflict, 1619-1683: A Historiography
and Source Guide, by Lynn A. Struve

This exciting new resource is an indispensable aid for scholars and

students of the late imperial period (late Ming through Qing

dynasties). Part 1 ("A Sino-Cultural Historiography") features a

400-year intellectual history of Chinese interpretations of the Qing

conquest. Part 2 ("The Best Primary Sources") presents a compre-

hensive annotated bibliography of resources available to scholars,

including materials of Manchu, Japanese, Korean, and European

origin. The annotations focus upon the origins of the physical texts

as well as the potential biases they may contain.

Monograph 56, ISBN 0-924304-37-5,1998,448 pages, cloth. List Price: $40 (AAS Members: $32)

ORDERING INFORMATION
Payment may be made via a check (U.S. dollars) drawn on a
U.S. bank or via MasterCard/Visa.

POSTAGE AND HANDLING
For U.S. orders, add $4 for the first book, $1 for each
additional. For non-U.S. orders, add $5 for the first book,
$2 for each additional.

To place an order or receive a catalog,
please contact:

ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES, INC.
1021 East Huron Street
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 USA
Phone: 734-665-2490; Fax:734-665-3801
E-Mail: bookorder@aasianst.org
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Why Vietnam
Invaded Cambodia
Political Culture
and the Causes of War
STEPHEN J. MORRIS
Full of startling revelations,
this is the first complete,
scholarly account of the
Vietnamese invasion of
Cambodia in 1978, which
began the first and only
extended war between two
communist regimes.
$18.95 paper $49.50 cloth

After the
Propaganda State
Media, Politics, and
'Thought Work' in
Reformed China
DANIEL C. LYNCH
This book argues that a
combination of property
rights reform, administra-
tive fragmentation, and
technological advance has
caused the post-Mao
Chinese state to lose a sig-
nificant degree of control
over "thought work," or
the management of propa-
gandistic communications
flowing into and through
Chinese society.
$45 00 Cloth

One Industry, Two Chinas
Silk filatures and
Peasant-Family
Production in Wuxi
County. 1865-1937
LYNDA S. BELL
This book is a detailed
study of the modern silk
industry in a county in the
Yangzi delta. It reopens
and restructures the grand
debate on Chinese develop-
ment, combining quantita-
tive analysis of both indus-
try and agriculture with
study of how local politics,
class, culture, and gender
also shaped the modern
Chinese economy.
S49 50 cloth

University Press
wwwsuporg

China in a
Polycentric World
Essays in Chinese
Comparative Literature
Edited by
YINGJIN ZHANG

This collection provides a
critical reexamination of
the development and cur-
rent status of comparative
literature studies that
engage the literary prac-
tices of both China and
the West. It attempts to
refashion literary method-
ologies and cultural theo-
ries in Chinese studies and
reread several noncanoni-
cal texts in ways that cut
across disciplines, genders,
and modernities.
$1995 paper $55 00 cloth

To the Harbin Station
The Liberal Alternative
in Russian Manchuria,
1898-1914
DAVID WOLFF

F o r e w o r d b y N i c o l a s
V. R i a s a n o v s k y

"This outstanding work, the
first scholarly history of the
formative years of the city
of Harbin, is much more
than urban or regional his-
tory. It responds to a need
to understand...a unique
experience, where local,
national, and world cul-
tures, economies, and poli-
tics intersected."

—Thomas Lahusen,
Duke University

$49 50 cloth

IIN
OH'

The Culture of

T*t Lm Biao Ir<

The Culture of Power
The Lin Biao Incident
in the Cultural
Revolution
JIN QIU
Foreword by
Elizabeth J. Perry
In 1971, Lin Biao, Mao
Zedong's officially recog-
nized closest comrade-in-
arms and chosen successor,
was killed in a mysterious
plane crash in Mongolia.
This book challenges the
official explanation that
Lin was fleeing to the
Soviet Union after an
unsuccessful attempted
coup. The author has
unique credentials for her
in-depth reexamination of
the incident, being the
daughter of Lin's comman-
dcr-in-chief of the Chinese
Air Force.
$45.00 cloth
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o
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www.asianartbooks.com
Books from CHINA

on the arts, archaeology, history and literature
from Chinese publishing houses.

Wenwu, Kaogu & other art and
archaeology journals available on a regular basis.

Books and exhibition catalogues from
JAPAN, KOREA, INDIA and

SOUTHEAST ASIA are also available.
Our web site features searchable database (new & out-of-print;

updated daily) and a secure online ordering system.

PARAGON BOOK GALLERY
1507 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605 USA
Tel: (312) 663-5155 Fax: (312) 663-5177
Email: paragon@paragonbook.com

|eople.
Language. (Culture.

abroad with S I T
— in /\sia.

peld-based study abroad in /^Jtrica, the /\mericas,

sia and Oceania, and Europe and the Middle £_ast.

SIT Is an equal opportunity Institution.
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MEW PUBLICATIONS FROM THE

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
ASIA CENTER

POVERTY, EQUALITY, AND GROWTH
The Politics of Economic Need in Postwar Japan
DEBORAH J.MILLY
Milly argues that to explain the Japanese government's decision to
promote equality as the basis for solving the problem of poverty, we
must look beyond political actors and identify how they relied on
knowledge and normative arguments
$49 50 cfcrth. 5 figs., 10 tables. 404 pp

RMMNG THE BLACK SMP
Japan and lokyo Disneyland
AVIAD E. RAZ
By looking at how lokyo Disneyland is experienced by employees.

management and visitors. rW shows that is an example of successful

importation and domestication rather than a case of the gbbali/a

Don of the American leisure industry and its culture.

$19.95 paper (also available in cloth). 3 maps. 9 illus. 3 tabes. 254 pp.

JAPAN'S PROTMNDUrnUAL EUTE
The Economic Foundations of the G<3no
EDWARD E. PRATT
By examining economic trends and studying particular families. Pratt
demonstrates that Japan's protomdustnal economy was more
volatile than is thought and that few rural elites survived the com-
petitive and unstable climate of this era.
$3950cloth.3 maps. 15 tables, 276 pp.

JAPAN'S CULTURAL POUCY
TOWARD CMNA, WM-f t t i
A Comparative Perspective
SEEHENGTEOW
Teow argues that is time to discard the paradigm of cultural
imperialism and move toward a framework that recognizes the
importance of cultural autonomy, internationalism, and trans-
cultivation in the study of Japan's relations with China.
$39 SO cloth. 6 tables, 326 pp.

SHREDDING THE TAPESTRY OF MEAMNG
The Poetry and Poetics of Kitasono Katue (1902 -19 78)
JOHN SOLT
In this cnUcal biography of the avant-garde poet Kitasono Katue.
Soft examines KiUsono's life and poetics and analyzes the mtema
tronal influence of Japanese writers and their relationship to foreign
literary movements.
$49 50 cloth. 39ilkis,4IOpp

RECONTEXTUAUZMG TEXTS
Narrative Performance in Modem Japanese Fiction
ATSUKO SAKAKI
Sakaki's close leadings of five modem |apanese fictional narratives
and her concern with narrative performance situate each text not in
its historical, cultural, or economic context but within the situation
each itself produces.
$39.50 cloth, 286 pp.

MKOREA
The Onoda Cement Factory
SOON-WON PARK
The experiences of Korean workers m Japanese factories were cru-
cial to the creation of a modem labor force m Korea Using Onoda
company archives and interviews with former employees. Park
analyzes the role of (apanese colonialism in Korean moderwaOon
$42.50 doth. 44 tables. 3 fgi. 6 maps. 240 pp

CULTURE AND THE STATE M
LATE CHOSON KOREA
JAHYUN KIM HABOUSHAND MARTINA
DEUCHLER, EDITORS
The six chapters in this volume investigate the shifting boundaries
between the Choson state and the adherents of Confucianism.
Buddhism, Chnstianity. and popular rekgion from the late 16th
through the 19th centuries.
$40.00 cloth. 2 tables. 316 pp.

I TO LITERARY <
MICHAEL A FULLER
Ihts textbook for beginning students contains 35 lessons of incneav
ing difficulty designed to introduce the basic patterns of Classical
Chinese and to give students practice in reaoVig a variety of texts.
$ 19 95 paper (also available in rloth). 5 maps 384 pp

PRECIOUS VOLUMES
An Introduction to Chinese Sectarian Scriptures from the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries
DANIEL L.OVERMYER
Overmyer studies 34 earty examples of the popular religious texts
known as' precious volumes' and argues that they nv the products
of a widespread religious tradition outside mainstream
Confucianism.Taoism, and Buddhism
$S5.00 cloth. 458 pp

A Manual
ENDYMION WILKINSON
A comprehensive, up-to date guide to soVing problems eocoun
tered in researching traditional Chinese civilization and history, with
discussions of 2.500 primary sources and reference worts and S00
outstanding contributions of modem scholarship
$1995 paper (also available in ck*) . ,098 pp.

DISTRIBUTED BY

Harvard
University
Press
US 800 448 2242
UK 0171 30*0603
www hup.hji vard e*ju
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KNOW IT ALL!
W h e n i t comes to i m p o r t a n t C h i n a i n f o r m a t i o n y o u can k n o w it al l .

CHINA FACTS & FIGURES ANNUAL Volume 24, 1999 Edited by Robert Perrins
CHIFFA accumulates annually all basic and statistical information about the PRC in 28
chapters including Party, Government, Military, Economy, Agriculture, Resources and more.
"An impressive compendium of information on China mainly in tabular form.... Belongs in
all China collections.... All libraries."—Choice
400 plus pages. $76 standing order/$96 non-standing order

CHINA DOCUMENTS ANNUAL Edited by Peter R. Moody, Jr.
CHIDOCS presents in one convenient location in English the vital decrees, speeches, laws
and other primary documents required for informed teaching, student papers, and first-level
professional research on contemporary China. Introductions, headnotes, annotation, four
indexes. Volumes covering 1989-1994 in print. Volumes covering 1995 to present in
preparation.
"Useful for those researching modern Chinese affairs."—Book News
400 plus pages. $76 standing order/$96 non-standing order

See for Yourself! AIP's Web site, www.ai-press.com, contains the table of contents of all
China Facts & Figures Annual and China Documents Annual volumes as well as Introduc-
tions, Prefaces, and sample documents.

ACADEMIC INTERNATIONAL PRESS

POB 1111C* Gulf Breeze FL 32562-1 111* USA • FAX 850-934-0953 • E-Mail aipress@aol.com

T E M P L E U N I V E R S I T Y J A P A N

_-*_ Spend a semester, summer or academic year studying in the heart of Tokyo
~ J at Temple University Japan. Choose from a broad range of courses taught

in English including Asian Studies and Japanese language courses at all levels.

• Courses fully integrated with Japanese students
• Upper level courses in Art History, Asian Studies, Economics, Geography

& Urban Studies, History, Political Science, Psychology, Religion, and
Sociology taught in English

v I • Internships
' ** • Japanese language study at beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels

• Arranged housing

For brochure and application, please contact:

< * Temple University International Programs
Conwell Hall, 5th floor

1801 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122

Telephone: 215 204-4684
E-mail: intlprog@vm.temple.edu or http://www.temple.edu/intlprog/
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HE

PARADOX

OF CHINA'S

POST^MAO

REFORMS

N E W F R O M H A R V A R D

Shanghai Modern
The Flowering of New Urban
Culture in China, 1930-1945

LEO OU-FAN LEE_
A preeminent specialist in Chinese studies.

Leo Ou-fan Lee gives us a rare wide-angle

view of Shanghai culture in the making. He

shows us the architecture and urban

spaces m which the new commercial cul-

ture flourished, then guides us through the

publishing and filmmaking industries that

nurtured a whole generation of artists and

established a bold new style in urban life

known as modeng. In the work of six writ-

ers of the time. Lee discloses the reflec-

tion of Shanghai's urban landscape -

foreign and familiar, oppressive and sed-

uctive, traditional and innovative.This work

is a virtual genealogy of Chinese modern-

ity from the 1930s to the present day.

Interpretations of Asia

26 halftones • $49 95 cloth • $24 95 paper

orrwort. Ihe Youn$ iomjxwion. no >7 jut* J 9,'fl

The Paradox
of China's

Post-Mao Reforms
EDITED BY

MERLE GOLDMAN
AND RODERICK
MACFARQUHAR

"It is not often that a collection of essays by

academics can be read with profit by spe-

cialists and laity alike. But The Paradox. o{

China's Post-Mao Reforms is an important

exception. In dealing with what will be the

most fateful politico-economic relationship

of the 21 st century that between the

United States and mainland China—most of

the contributors write in unjargoned English.

There is no better introduction to the com-

plexities Taiwan, human rights, military

expenditures, economic reforms, trade of

U.S.-China relations than this volume."

Arnold Beichman, Washington Times

Harvard Contemporary Chxvi Series. 12

$55 00 cloth • $24 95

H A R V A R D U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S
p h o n e : 8 0 0 4 4 8 2 2 4 2 • w w w . h u p . h a r v a r d . e d u
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Introductory Japanese from Houghton Mifflin
Nakama 1
Japanese Communication,
Culture.-Context
Selichi Makino
Princeton University
Yuklko Abe Hatasa
University of Iowa
Kazumi Hatasa
Purdue University
01998 • Hardcover•
544 pages-0-669-46134-2

Nakama 2
Japanese Communication,
Culture, Context
Yukiko Abe Hatasa
University of Iowa
Kazumi Hatasa
Purdue University
Seiichi Makino
Princeton University
C2000 • Hardcover•

576 pages • 0-669-28504-8

This new, proficiency-oriented Introductory Japanese program emphasizes practical
communication, the development of all four language skills, student interaction, and
cultural awareness.

• Hiiagana On Chapters 1-3 of Nakama I) and katakana (in Chapters 4-6 of Nakama 1) are introduced

through unique mnemonic devices that help students leam the characters. Ninety kanji characters are

introduced in Chapters 7-12 of Nakama I and approximately 290 toiy/are presented in Chapters 1-10

of Nakama 2, with stroke-by-stroke writing techniques.

• A series of specially created manga precede each chapter dialogue and serve as visual advanced organizers.

• Chapter dialogues present a livery, continuous story line that illustrates typical daily events in Japanese life

and provide a realistic context in which to leam vocabulary and grammatical structures.

• Exercises progress from directed practice to a wide range of open-ended communicative

activities that emphasize pair and group work.

• The Houghton Mifflin Japanese Web Site (vraw.hmco.com/college) provides

additional materials for students and instructors, including links to relevant Internet

sites and to a Japanese page co-developed by author Kazumi Hatasa that contains

materials specifically created for use with Nakama.

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN
New Ways to Know*

To request an examination copy, call or fax the Faculty Services Center:

Tel: 800/733-1717 • Fax: 800/733-1810, or contact your Houghton Mifflin sales representative.

For more information, consult Houghton Mifflin's home page: www.hmco.com/college

AT BOOKSTORES, OR CALL (607) 277-2211
www.cornellpress.cornell.edu

The Developmental
State
EDITED BY MEREDITH
WOO-CUMINGS

A team of distinguished scholars
here assess the continuing utility
of japan's developmental state
and establish a common vocabu-
lary for debates. Drawing on
new political and economic
theories and emphasizing recent
events, the authors examine the
East Asian experience to show
how the developmental state
involves a combination of politi-
cal, bureaucratic, and moneyed
influences that shape economic
life in the region. CORNELL STUDIES
IN POLITICAL ECONOMY. 2 tables

$49.95 cloth, $19.95 paper

In the Circle
of the Dance
Notes of an Outsider in Nepal

KATHARINE
BJORK GUNERATNE

Feeling aimless and out of place
in rural Nepal where she accom-
panied her anthropologist
husband for a year of fieldwork,
Katharine Bjork Cuneratne
turned to writing. The result is
both an acute portrait of a
village and an intimate account
of her struggles to adapt.
"[CJompelling."—Don Brenneis,
University of California,
Santa Cruz. 1 map, 15 photos
$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper

Korean Politics
The Quest for Democratization

and Economic Development
JOHN KIE-CHIANG OH

John Oh, a Korean-born political
scientist, offers a clear and
insightful account of govern-
ment and politics in the Republic
of Korea over the past fifty years.
His chronological and thematic
study analyzes both the conflicts
between authoritarian forces and
populist/democratic elements
and the nation's determined
efforts to achieve economic
growth. 9 tables, 14 photos,
1 map. $45.00 cloth,
$16.95 paper

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS • SAGE HOUSE • 512 E STATE ST • ITHACA, NY 14850
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PUBLISHERS OF FINE BOOKS ON ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

Of Brigands
and Bravery

KUNIYOSHI'S HEROES OF THE SUIKODEN

Inge Klompmakers

200 pp • 10 x 12 • Full color
90-74822-08-8 • $75.00 (hard)

Published by Hotei

Seasons of Sacred
Celebration

FLOWERS AND POETRY FROM

AN IMPERIAL CONVENT

Institute Jbr
Medieval Japanese Studies

114 pp • 6 x 9 • Full color
0-8348-0464-6 • $16.95 (soft)

Published by Weatherhill

The Jewelry of Nepal
Hannelore Gabriel

224 pp- 10 x I I
320 full-color and 40 b&w illus
0-8348-0461-1 • $60.00 (hard)

Published by Weatherhill

SAVING

ANGKOR
LAODIO
HEARN

fnnnn
SUKIHIRO
HIRAKAWA

The Thakali
A HIMALAYAN ETHNOGRAPHY

Michael Vinding

5 l 2 p p - 7 x 10
51 color photos • Maps • Glossary

0-906026-50-4 • $45.00 (hard)
Published by Serindia

Saving Angkor
CM. Bhandari

preface by His Majesty King
Nordroom Sihanouk

174 pp • TAxS'A
49 color and 64 b&w photos
974-8299-82-1 • $29.95 (soft)

Published by Orchid Press

Rediscovering .
Lafcadio Hearn

JAPANESE LEGENOS, LIFE, & CULTURE

Suehiro Hirakawa

284 pp • S 'A x 8 'A
1-86034-014-8 • $29.95 (hard)
Published by Global Oriental

To order: 41 Monroe Tpke.,Trumbull, CT 06611 Tel (800) 437-7840 • Fax (800) 557-5601

www.weatherhill.com
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES
WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS

As a member, you will enjoy the fellowship and intellectual stimulation of your peers,
as well as the following:

• Five issues annually of the Asian Studies Newsletter

• Four issues annually of the Journal of Asian Studies

• Three issues annually of Education About Asia (a resource for teachers
and professors)

• Discounts on all other Association publications

• Reduced registration rate at our four-day Annual Meeting

Simply return the form below with your check (written in U.S. dollars on a U.S. bank) or
Visa/Mastercard number to: AAS, 1021 East Huron, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104.

For further information on the Association, its activities, its publications, and the advantages
of membership, please contact our Membership Director; Tel: 734-665-2490; Fax: 734-665-
3801; E-Mail: jdewey@aasianst.org

IDENTIFICATION

Name:

Address:

MEMBERSHIP FORM
OPTIONAL POSTAGE

NEWSLETTER: OPTIONAL 1st CLASS/AIR

Home Phone:

Office Phone:

Fax:

E-Mail:

Institutional Affiliation:

SELECT YOUR MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY

REGULAR MEMBER

• $20,000 or under/yr. income $25 •
• $21,000-$30,000/yr. income $45 •

• $31,000-$45,000/yr. income $60 •

• $46,000-$60,000/yr. income $70 •

• $61,000-$75,000/yr. income $80 •

• $76,000-over/yr. income $90 Q

• PATRON
(one-time payment) $1,000 or more •

• ASSOCIATE MEMBER $15 •
(Spouse of regular member/give spouse's name

here: )

USA, Canada, Mexico
C. America, S. America,

Caribbean Islands,

Europe
Africa, Asia, Australia

$8

$14
$17

$21

U

•
•

ANNUAL MTG. PROGRAM: 1st CLASS/AIR

• USA & Canada $4 •

• Other countries $9 •

• Contribution to Endowment $

TOTAL AMOUNT:

Payment enclosed

Charge my Mastercard/Visa number:

Exp. Date_

OPTIONAL BIO-DATA

Q Male Q Female

Occupation: Degree.:.
Discipline (anthropology, history, etc.):
Primary: Secondary: _

Region of Primary Interest:
• China/Inner Asia • Northeast Asia
Q South Asia • Southeast Asia
Country of Primary Interest:
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Inside Asia
Enhancement of Trade and Investment
Cooperation in South-East Asia: Opportunities and
Challenges Toward Asean-10 and Beyond

This publication examines specific opportunities and
challenges in trade and investment in countries in the
Asean region. It also considers the benefits of cooperation
in the private sector and how the private sector could
complement the efforts being made by the Governments.
E. 98.II.F.74 9211198615 200pp. $22.00

Approaches to Community-based
HIV/AIDS Prevention in the ESCAP Region
The complex factors contributing to the
vulnerability to HTV infection require multi-
pronged action programmes, such as the
community-based approach targeted at the high-
risk groups. This publication discusses the
community-based approach to HTV7AIDS
prevention in the Asia and the Pacific region. It
focuses on: the health-care system, home-based
care, community-based care and hard-to-reach
populations such as street children, migrants and
intravenous drug users.
E. 98.II.F.77 9211198666 68pp. $10.00

The Challenge in South Asia: Development,
Democracy and Regional Cooperation
A United Nations University Press publication
The countries of South Asia have begun to face a critical
crisis of development. At the same time, there has been a
growing crisis in the structures and institutions of the
state which has had an impact on regional cooperation in
South Asia. This publication attempts to articulate the
alternative pathways to development, democracy and regional cooperation which
are available and sustainable in the present South Asian context.
E. 98.ffl.A.65 0803996039 364pp. $20.00

United Nations Publications
Sales and Marketing Section, Room DC2-0853, DeptAI47, New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel. (800) 253-9646, (212) 963-8302, Fax. (212) 963-3489
Internet: http://www.un.org/publications, E-mail: publications@un.org

Visa, MC and AMEX accepted. Domestic Orders: Add 5% of gross ($5.00 minimum) for shipping and
handling. Overseas Orders: Add US$ 5.00 per title in addition to US$ 5.00 basic handling charge.

Internet: http://www.un.org/publications
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES, INC.

1021 East Huron, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 USA

Officers of the Association. President—SUSAN L. MANN, University of California, Davis.
Vice President—PETER DUUS, Stanford University. Secretary-Treasurer-^JoHN C. CAMPBELL,
University of Michigan. Past President—WENDY DONIGER, University of Chicago. Past-
Past President—JAMES C. SCOTT, Yale University.

Board of Directors. President, Vice President, Secretary-Treasurer, Past President, and
Past-Past President, as listed above. Editor of the Journal of Asian Studies—ANAND A.
YANG, University of Utah. Chinaand Inner Asia Council—DRU GLADNEY, University of Hawaii,
Manoa. Northeast Asia Council—TAKASHI FUJITANI, University of California, San Diego.
South Asia Council—SUGATA BOSE, Tufts University. Southeast Asia Council—NANCY
FLORIDA, University of Michigan. Council of Conferences—RITA SMITH KIPP, Kenyon College.
Program Committee—SUZANNE W. BARNETT, University of Puget Sound.

Staff of the Association. Associate Director—MICHAEL PASCHAL. Comptroller—CAROL J.
KELINGOS. Publications Manager—ANN W. BEARD. Conference Manager—KAREN F. FRICKE.
Membership Manager—JOAN DEWEY. Publications Coordinator—JONATHAN WILSON. Fulfill-
ment Coordinator—ANNE ARIZALA. Registration Coordinator—LINDA SMITH. Accounts Receiv-
able—LULA W. KROMIS. Office Assistant—PAT KESSLER.

Sponsoring Institutions. University of Michigan and University of Utah.

EDITORIAL AND SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

The Journal of Asian Studies (ISSN 0021-9118), known until September 1956 as the Far Eastern
Quarterly, is published by the Association for Asian Studies (formerly the Far Eastern Association) in
February, May, August, and November. The annual subscription rate for the Journal is $60 for U.S.
addresses and $70 for non-U.S. addresses, with postage included for delivery by Periodicals Postal
Class. (The subscriber has the option of paying extra for delivery by U.S. First Class or Foreign Airmail.)
Single issues published after February 1974 are available from the Secretariat of the Association.
Issues published prior to 1958 may be purchased from A.M.S. Reprints, 56 East 13th Street, New York,
NY 10003 USA. University Microfilms International, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 USA
offers all volumes on either microfilm or microfiche.

All correspondence regarding memberships, subscriptions, advertising, reprints, and similar issues
should be addressed to the office of the Association for Asian Studies, 1021 East Huron Street, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48104 USA.

AAS ANNUAL MEETING
The Fifty-Second Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian Studies

will be held at the Town and Country Resort in
San Diego, CA, March 9-12,2000

Expected attendance: 3,000.
For further information, contact: the Association for Asian Studies,

1021 East Huron Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 USA
Phone: (734) 665-2490; Fax: (734) 665-3801; E-Mail: annmtg@aasianst.org.
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LYNNE RIENNER PUBLISHERS
Exploring the Many Facets of Asia

1998 CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC BOOK

North Korea After Kim II Sung
edited by DaeSook Suh and Chae-Jin Lee
"A comprehensive, informative, balanced assessment of North
Korea four years after the death of the "Great Leader" Kim 11
Sung.... This book is a major scholarly achievement."—Choice
he $55

FORTHCOMING!
Japan's Navy: Politics and Paradox, 1971-2000
Peter J. Woolley • he $49.95

Restructuring Political Power in China:
Alliances and Opposition, 1978-1998
An Chen
"This provocative book constitutes 'must reading' for scholars of
post-Mao political reform."—Edwin A. Wlnckler • he $59.95

FORTHCOMING!

Untouchable: Dalits in Modern India
edited by S.M. Michael • he $47

Development and Democracy in India
Shalendra D. Sharma
"A work of both breadth and scope.... Sharma not only surveys an
enormous gamut of literature, but also takes on a sweeping
discussion of India's agricultural policies since independence."
—Sumit Ganguly • he $55

FORTHCOMING!

Women's Rights to House and Land:
China, Laos, Vietnam
edited by Irene Tinker and Gale Summerfield
he $48.95

The Golden Phoenix:
Seven Contemporary Korean Short Stories
translated and edited by Suh Ji-moon
"Every one of these stories stands on its own as a well-crafted tale,
but together ... they provide an opportunity for the reader to
discover something about the traditional Korea, the rural Korea,
the Korea beyond the sprawl and hustle of Seoul." —Korean Herald
he $55 • pb $19.95

NORTH KOREA

AFTER

KIM I I SUNG

C E L E B R A T I N G 15 Y E A R S O F I N D E P E N D E N T P U B L I S H I N G
www.rienner.com
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IN THIS ISSUE

JOHN KNIGHT
Monkeys on the Move: The Natural Symbolism

of the People-Macaque Conflict in Japan

JOANNE PUNZO WAGHORNE
The Diaspora of the Gods: Hindu Temples in the

New World System 1640-1800

TAKEYUKI TSUDA
The Permanence of "Temporary" Migration: The
"Structural Embeddedness" of Japanese-Brazilian

Immigrant Workers in Japan

ANNE HARDGROVE
Sati Worship and Marwari Public

Identity in India

SATADRU SEN
Policing the Savage: Segregation, Labor and State

Medicine in the Andamans
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